The courses were "I can now appreciate globalisation all over the world!" Steve, an alumna of the Philippines Diliman, University of California, said, "The best aspect of the programme was meeting a diverse group of people and giving me the opportunity to interact with fellow students from everywhere else.

The Singapore Management University is a Triple Accredited Business School established in 2000, SMU comprises six schools specialising in Accountancy, Business, Economics, Computing and Information Systems, Law and Social Sciences, offering a wide range of bachelor's, master's and PhD degree programmes.

SMU is a world-renowned institution, internationally recognized for its world-class research and teaching excellence, and ranked among the world's best business schools.

SMU's city campus enjoys strategic linkages with business, technology and academic centres and labs.

Join the SMU Global Summer Programme to immerse yourself in Asia and its many possibilities. The transformation. As a cosmopolitan city state with a thriving entrepreneurship and innovation ecosystem, Singapore is a global hub for businesses interested in entering and expanding in Asia.

Gain new insights and perspectives on trends and developments in Asia from distinguished academics, practitioners and leaders in business and society. Listen to the Asia’s digital leaders, explore Singapore’s latest innovation and technology solutions, and network with like-minded students from around the world.